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Ben Becky In The Haunted House We Both Read
Wonderful photographs bring the seasons to life in this newest non-fiction "We Both
Read" story. It explores the changing seasons and the activities of children and animals
during them. Color photos.
Learn about animals that live underground much of the time.
Rhyming text tells the story of a young boy's trip with his family to see his grandfather,
who owns a general store in the countryside.
Ben and Becky set out to solve the mystery of a haunted house and find their lost
grandfather! This is a title from the We Both Read series of books designed for reading
together.
A very humorous updating of the tale about three little pigs and a big bad wolf.
A young boy describes his day, from waking up and feeding the dog to going to school
and setting the table for dinner.
Pictures and simple text provide young readers with basic advice about fitness and
health.
When bedtime comes, Mark begs his mom to stay up longer and finds many
imaginative reasons to avoid going to sleep.

Funny mishaps abound, as Molly & Abby set out to see their favorite singer.
Simultaneous.
Describes how different animals, as well as humans, are active during the day
and all go to bed at night.
A boy climbs to the top of a giant beanstalk where he uses his quick wits to
outsmart a giant and make his and his mother's fortune
When their grandfather tells Ben, who believes in ghosts, and his skeptical older
sister Becky about a nearby haunted house, the three of them decide to spend
the night there, where they encounter some surprises
Describes the life of 26th President Theodore Roosevelt and his
accomplishments.
Frank, an adventurous little frog, is playing with his friends, when suddenly his
ball flies off and bounces into the house of a giant! Frank's friends are too scared
to help him get his ball back, so he sneaks into the huge house all by himself.
Little Frank hopes he can find his ball before the big giant comes back!
When Ricky Reyes dares Jeffrey to get a bloody dagger out of the old McGyver
house on Halloween night, Jeffrey is counting on Max, his ghostly friend, to help
him.
Examines both popular and unusual pets, discussing the joys and responsibilites
of pet ownership.
As payment for retrieving the princess' ball, the frog exacts a promise which the princess is
reluctant to fulfill.
Explores many aspects of the ocean environment, from coral reefs to deep seas to sandy
shores and presents facts about life in the ocean, including dolphins, sharks, whales, starfish,
and other creatures.
A best friend and a teacher help Taylor when he is teased in school.
June and her friends Joe and Mike create a funny song.
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Basic facts about dinosaurs are presented in a format designed to be read together by both
parent and child.
Ben & Becky in the Haunted HouseTreasure Bay, Inc.
During the Revolutionary War, a young boy volunteers for a dangerous mission. Betsy Ross
has finished a new flag for General Washington. The flag might help to rally the freezing
soldiers camped with Washington in Valley Forge. But British troops are everywhere and
anyone trying to deliver the flag may be captured and shot as a spy. Could a boy make the
journey without getting caught? Ben sets out in a blinding snow storm in an effort to bring the
flag¿and new hope¿to Valley Forge.
Provides information and photographs of the planets, moons, stars, and galaxies, and includes
facts about space stations and how astronauts live in space.

A young boy and his father have a good time making a map as they explore their
neighborhood.
Offers basic safety advice for home, school, and play on each left-hand page with a
more simple text on the facing page to allow for a shared reading experience between
adults and children.
Offers side-by-side text for adult and child, as well as photographs of the rain forest and
its plants and inhabitants, including lemurs, marmosets, and water lilies.
With last summer’s adventure in the Ultimate Tree House now a fading memory,
Amanda is finding it hard to adjust to Middle School. New faces, new teachers, stuck in
a different class than her friends - and if that wasn’t bad enough, now she is a “little
kid” again. How much more of this could she take? Meanwhile, Ben is on top of the
world and enjoying school with his friends. His sister is in a different school and finally
out of his hair - life was great! All of this changes when a surprise announcement brings
the Project Kids back together in a two-school competition to build the best Halloween
display. Armed with Vampires, Goblins, Zombies, Ghosts and the lessons they learned
on their previous adventure, it seems like there is no way they can lose! This book
builds on the Project Management concepts learned in The Ultimate Tree House
Project, with a few more key lessons to help them handle more complex projects.
Forced to handle constant changes, near-disasters and an immovable deadline, it is
going to take their very best to get their project completed on time. Join the Project Kids
as they embark on their bravest adventure yet – to build the Scariest Haunted House –
Ever. The kids get started on the project and soon learn that it is not just Haunted
Houses that can be scary!
Traveling to the country to spend the summer with her aunt and uncle, Jessica
overcomes her fears and bonds with a special pony who was rescued from an animal
shelter.
The boys' swim team has not won the annual competition against the girls' team since
their mascot, a wooden parrot named Lucky, was stolen five years ago, and Sam is
determined to solve the mystery and find the missing mascot.
John Kershaw was a well-respected family man in London’s high society to the outside
world, but things were not as they seemed to be. On the surface, they lived an idealistic
life along with their inner circle of friends, some of them totally unaware of any
misgivings about John Kershaw, the owner of a highly successful engineering
company. The families are intertwined with danger, conflict, and betrayal that begin to
unfold in the charades that John Kershaw and his best friend, Charles Winters, play in
this story of intrigue. They both live in denial of a sinister consortium that binds their
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families together. Will any of them escape as the families are plunged into chasm of
deceit?
Basic information about one of the most popular sports in the world.
She Was Of The Land; He, Of The Sea… Still, Becky Forester sang her own kind of siren song
of home, family and forever—and Captain Nick Sinclair, though wedded to the ocean's
adventure, found himself succumbing to its lure…! Newly knighted naval hero Nicholas Sinclair
had taken command of her beloved Thornwood Hall, and Becky Forester vowed to end his
interference. But the longer he stayed, the more the reason appeared to be the capture of her
very heart and soul…!
Jason gets sick and can't play in an important baseball game. His mother, his doctor and his
friends all help him to feel better even though he can't play.
Vols. 8-10 of the 1965-1984 master cumulation constitute a title index.
Ben and Becky cause hilarious excitement when they accidentally let a snake loose in the mall
.
This new edition is full of fun information about the world's most popular pet, including ways
dogs help us, and ways we can help care for dogs.
Lulu the ladybug is late for school, but she can't find her shoes, so all of her friends get off of
the school bus to help her look for them.
When Sam gets a new red bed, he and his dog Ted have some extraordinary adventures in his
dreams
A young girl's Aunt Sue comes to visit her and takes her on a series of unusual adventures,
from a store where they try stilts, to a lake where they have a picnic with a frog, to a zoo where
the ducks wear raincoats and the monkeys are in suits.
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